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The Ex-Husband’s Revenge chapter 2514-Just as Leon, Renee, and Jensen 
were about to leave, Jaxon called out, “Please wait! Mister Wolf.” “Mister 
Feaks, is there anything else you need?” 

Leon turned around to look at him in confusion. 

“Oh, here’s the thing, Mister Wolf, you possess so many powerful alchemical 
pills and I assume that means you know a lot about herbs, right? I have an 
extremely rare herb with me here and I can’t identify it. I’d like your help in 
doing so,” Jaxon explained. 

The Feaks were experts in medicine and they had their team of hunters for 
herbs, responsible for gathering rare herbs. 

One of the hunters tracked and found an extremely rare herb somewhere 
deep in the mountain. 

However, neither Jaxon’s grandfather nor other elders in the family could tell 
what the herb was. 

Jaxon held this bouquet to sell some of the rare herbs he possessed, but also 
to gather a crowd and seek help to identify the herb. 

Upon witnessing what Leon’s alchemical pills could do, he realized that Leon 
should know a lot about herbs as important personnel in the Cynthion Group. 

Perhaps Leon or someone in the crowd could recognize the herb. 

“Identify a herb, huh?” 

Everyone was stunned. 

They all knew that the Feaks were experts in medicine and their expertise was 
unrivaled in the western region. 

To their surprise, there was an herb that even the Feaks could not identify. 

This caught them off guard and intrigued them. 



That’s right! This herb contains great energy and is likely a supreme spiritual 
herb,” Jaxon nodded. 

The Feaks were a lineage of doctors and one of the biggest herb suppliers in 
the western region. Hence, they had ancient records about all kinds of herbs. 

Under normal circumstances, there would not be a single herb that they could 
not recognize in the western region. 

However, a supreme spiritual herb was extremely rare and there was a great 
variety of them, so the Feaks could not possibly recognize them all. 

Based on their experience and the energy they detected from the herb, they 
could tell that it was likely a supreme spiritual herb. Still, they had no way of 
identifying its name and effect. 

“What? A supreme spiritual herb?” Leon was stunned and perked up with 
interest. 

He knew that a supreme spiritual herb was far rarer than an ordinary spiritual 
herb. Even in the western region where the supply of herbs was abundant, 
finding a supreme spiritual herb was challenging. 

That was precisely the reason why the Poisonwielder took the risk to reveal 
himself and ended up dying over a motherwort. 

This was proof of how rare a supreme spiritual herb was. 

Apart from that, there were different natures to supreme spiritual herbs and 
they could be used to produce either the Motherwort or Sun Pills. 

Leon once asked for Alfred’s help to locate a few supreme spiritual herbs that 
contained light energy to produce more Sun Pills, hoping that would reinforce 
the foundation of his energy. 

If Jaxon indeed possessed what he needed, he could find a way to purchase 
it. 

 


